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Towards a Revitalization
of Mont-Sainte-Anne Park //
In January 2021, Les AdMSA entrusted external experts with the mandate to
develop a strategic study to examine the main potential of the Mont-SainteAnne Park (MSA).
The goal was to propose an ambitious vision that would bring the park to become one of the
best 4-season destinations in Eastern North America: ambiance, customer services and
experiences, lift and snow infrastructure, quality of the living environment, stewardship and
innovation, sustainable development. This challenge was undertaken by the firm Lemay1, an
internationally renowned Quebec company (43rd in the World Architecture 100 Best ranking in
2021).
This first phase is an important milestone. A next step is to present the plan, namely to
Government, local officials as well as representatives of the current MSA operator Resorts of
the Canadian Rockies, in order to discuss how its implementation could be secured. Once this
step has been completed, the proposed Revitalization Plan will require technical reviews by
experts in the development of outdooring resorts as well as consultations with the local
community and users. Upcoming milestones will obviously depend on the willingness of the
various stakeholders to share a firm commitment towards the modernization and sustainability
of the MSA Park.

Aside from the Lemay team, Les AdMSA wish to acknowledge the collaboration of various
organizations and individuals for their input. In addition to the approximately 1,800 people
from the community who responded to an opinion poll, as well as more than 40 stakeholders
who took part in discussions, the MRC de la Côte-de-Beaupré played a key role by providing
the geo-referenced database which allowed the Lemay experts to properly locate all of MSA’s
assets and potential.

The Proposed Revitalization Plan – Key Elements
It was established from the outset that the new vision ought to be focused on innovation,
sustainable development, quality of the living environment, enhanced user experience,
drawing from the local and regional community dynamism and geared towards internationally
recognized recreational tourism activities.
The Lemay team first examined the context of MSA. In order to better grasp some of the major
issues within the park as well as local citizens and users’ priorities, a survey was conducted with
more than 1,800 respondents in February 2021.

1

Founded in 1957, Lemay is today a leader in integrated living environment design services for the community and future generations. Particularly concerned about environmental impact, the company has completed some 60 LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified projects. The firm has also developed a rigorous and award-winning program to optimize Net Positive sustainability strategies, which the MSA project can benefit from.
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This revealed important areas of interest, priorities for improvement and the types of changes
most desired at Mont-Sainte-Anne. Among basic findings :
•

•
•
•
•

A local population very attached to ITS mountain and the strong wish that the park be
accessible, well maintained, developed in an integrated manner and to its full potential,
while offering safe activities.
The need to invest in new snowmaking infrastructure to preserve the ski seasons.
The importance of diversifying the offer over the 4 seasons.
The need to improve the notoriety of MSA as a tourist destination of international
stature.
The need to implement an action plan so that the resort quickly meets high quality and
safety standards for the benefit of all.

needs and expectations of its target customer groups and redefine the destination’s success
indicators in order to attract more visitors and improve user experience.
Based on these findings, potential of the place and major trends, the proposed vision is
defined as follows:
The ultimate outdoor destination in Quebec, Mont-Sainte-Anne Park invites families
as well as high-level athletes to be part of a new community focused on nature,
adventure and well-being. As seasons unfold, park’s ambiance is highlighted by a
diversity of sports competitions, unique events and quality activities, for local users
and international visitors. To play, explore, discover and disconnect, its modern
infrastructure, technological platform and multiple attractions offer an immersive
mountain experience in connection to the Fleuve St-Laurent and its tributaries. The
park becomes a large laboratory for sustainable development and innovation with the
collaboration of strategic partners.

The assets and potential of MSA, clearly located on an exceptional site, were also
described. Among the main ones:
•

•

A summer offer that holds excellent development prospects, including some 42 km of
hiking trails that provide for magnificent routes, grandiose views of the St. Lawrence
River and the Quebec City region, unique attractions for fans of hiking. mountain biking,
the proximity of the magnificent canyon of the Sainte-Anne river, paragliding and snow
kiting activities, Camping Mont-Sainte-Anne and two golf courses.
A winter offer currently focused on alpine skiing (more than 70 trails on 3 slopes) and
cross-country skiing (some 200 km of exceptional trails, with a few shelters along the
routes, as well as the Centre national d’entraînement Pierre Harvey), and which also
includes trails for snowshoeing, mountain skiing and fat biking, as well as a dog sledding
activity.

In order to define a new vision for MSA, Lemay experts also considered several major trends,
including the growth of regional travel, changing lifestyles, the necessary adaptation to climate
change and the increasing craze for the outdoors. These trends reveal converging opportunities
for Mont-Sainte-Anne to develop new tourism products, rethink its brand, better identify the

All seasons combined, the ambition for Parc Mont-Sainte-Anne would be to become:
•

•
•

•
•

The largest winter activities area on the East Coast, with exceptional snow conditions
and new generation ski facilities. All ski lovers - more or less experienced - enjoy great
snow and after-ski ambiance, while competition clubs from North America prepare for
their pre-season.
The unmissable nature and adventure destination in Quebec, over 4 seasons,
recognized for its range of activities and the quality of its infrastructures.
A new Fleuve-Mountain experience for tourists visiting the region and a unique
playground for Quebecers. The most curious explore the vast territory of the park and
indulge in a nature and well-being immersion.
The base of the mountain enlivens the community and the breathtaking views, including
the 360o one at the top, attract many visitors to admire landscapes and colors.
New global competitions and cultural events attract high-level talent and new visitors
to the region.
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Six development principles are defined in the Revitalization Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We respect nature
We celebrate adventure
We promote well-being
We are multigenerational
We are connected
We welcome innovation

To play, explore, discover and disconnect, the plan strives to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Make the MSA destination a key tourism attraction for Quebec.
Reconnect the MSA park with the Fleuve St-Laurent for an authentic river - mountain
experience that could take many forms.
Modernize infrastructure and create new activities (nature, adventure, culture, wellbeing).
Establish a model of innovation, sustainable development, including the objective of
carbon neutrality, and adaptation to climate change.
Redevelop the base of the mountain into a large plaza offering a range of family
activities, for sports, easy nature and culture.
Improve the hospitality and accommodation offer, namely through technological
innovation and the development of new buildings (including micro-chalets and huts in
the arrière-pays), where nature and architecture are in harmony.
Foster connectivity between the three main summits, the new hub of activity at the
base of the mountain, complementary bases and surrounding neighborhoods, so as to
create a loop of activities.
Promote discovery, by focusing in particular on MSA summit and its panoramic lookout
trails, and stimulate learning, among other things through a living laboratory concept
which will provide visitors with information on the management and conservation of
Quebec's boreal forest, the protection of landscapes and sensitive environments.
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Major Economic Impact
The proposed revitalization plan provides for investments valued at:
•
•
•
•

175 M$ for capital expenditures related to the modernization of the ski area, the development of the base (heart of
the mountain) and the development of the Centre de plein-air
10 M$ for public infrastructure
26 M$ for additional and complementary private infrastructure
548 M$ for resort real estate development (800 units)

At the request of Les Amis du Mont-Sainte-Anne, the firm EBData carried out an assessment of the economic and fiscal
contribution that would be linked to the implementation of the proposed revitalization plan. The methodology is based on
the Quebec Intersectoral Model of the Institut de la statistique du Québec. Regarding annual expenditures of tourists from
outside Quebec and attributable to the revitalization of the parc du MSA, these were estimated at 24.5 M$ at the outset of
the project. The main economic fallouts are:
For capital expenditures (non-recurring)
•
•
•
•

A workload of 4,567 person-years
485 M$ in added value to Quebec's GDP
82 M$ in revenues for the Quebec Government
26 M$ in revenues for the Federal Government

For incremental expenditures linked to foreign tourism (recurring, annual basis)
•
•
•
•

A workload of 225 person-years
15 M$ in added value to Quebec's GDP
5.7 M$ in revenues for the Quebec Government
1.5 M$ in revenues for the Federal Government

For municipal governments: 4.8 M$ in additional annual property tax revenues
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Key Proposed Actions
A 4-season Recreational-Tourism Experience: Nature / Adventure / Culture / Well-being

MSA Alpine Ski Resort
(625 m)

East Base / Centre de
plein air MSA

The modernization of infrastructure will
improve the experience for users and
visitors. The new chalets at the top will
offer improved services, a unique user
experience and exceptional views of the
region.

A detailed plan of interventions in the alpine ski area will be produced by experts.
This would include:

Gateway to nature and adventure, the
redevelopment of the Centre de plein air
MSA - whose base is located east of the
mountain on Rang Saint-Julien - will make it
the center of outdoor activities. The
sector's family and sporting atmosphere
will be preserved while offering improved
facilities.

A detailed intervention plan for the Centre de plein air MSA has already been adopted by the
community and is supported by the municipalities of Côte-de-Beaupré.
This includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New summit chalet (with catering and gazebo terrace)
New building at the top of La Crête (360o experience)
Renovation of the chalet du Nord into a modern refuge
New South side gondola lift
New route for the Panorama chair
New lift for the North slope
New lifts to replace the current Bulles and Tortues
“Snow Park” moved to the base
New snowmaking system
Smart mountain - "Direct to lift technologies"

New multifunctional building (reception, catering, community halls, clubs and day camps)
Central entertainment plaza, children's play area, swimming pool / water games, skating
Modernization of the campground
New 4-season micro-chalets
Enhancement of the Jean-Larose trail and its attractions (waterfalls, falls)
Development of Mont-Ferréol for back-country skiing and hiking
Development of long-term summer-winter hiking trails in the arrière-pays (with shelters,
belvederes, signage)
Shuttle connectivity with the base of MSA
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MSA Base
(ambiance-driven
at the foot of the mountain)

This main gateway to the resort will be
enhanced with new reception,
entertainment and observation
infrastructures. New real estate
developments will emerge and the public
space will be redesigned to offer meeting
and activity spaces where everyone can
enjoy the mountain view.

A detailed plan of interventions for the new animated heart must be validated.
This would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New West Base

The West side of the MSA has great
development potential for nature,
adventure and well-being experiences,
including a new “intelligent community”
resort.

New main chalet (signature building, lively restaurant-terrace) meeting the highest sustainable
development criteria (LEED)
New spaces for socializing and entertainment, including the development of a natural
amphitheater for cultural events
Development of commercial (small shops) and food services (including a local fair to promote
regional gastronomy)
Connectivity: shuttle services and a soft print mobility offer (e-bike)
Creation of a discovery loop (pedestrian and cyclist) connecting the revived base, public spaces
and other nearby natural attractions
Connections (footbridge and tunnel) to the Jean-Larose River Park (waterfalls, falls and trails)
Integration of an educational component for day camps
Restoration of the dam and lake, based on ecological principles, allowing swimming (summer)
and skating (winter)
Remodelling of roads and paths, development of landscaped parking lots connected by shuttles
Integration of a real estate development

This development, although highly desirable, is not meant as a short-term priority. A plan will have
to be drawn up.
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